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Most of scholars analysis the character of reclusion philosophy of Bao Pu Zi Wai 
Pian and its status in history, or analysis the reason why he chose a reclusion life via 
investigating Ge Hong’s family background, his social life and psychological 
tendency. I think the investigation now has rarly concerned the social philosophy 
background of Bao Pu Zi Wai Pian, and have not yet positioned it’s reclusion spirit, 
nor analysised how and why did Ge Hong instruct others to look at reclusion 
correctly.  
This article analyses the background of reclusion philosophy of Bao Pu Zi Wai 
Pian: During Weijin period, facing the corrupt political situation and dark age of 
officialdom, the traditional value of reading and learning of Li met a catastrophic 
impact. Reclusion was very popular. The philosophy of retreating as a Taoist or 
retreating in the court are all developed a lot; The content of reclusion become more 
and more implicit While reclusion prevails. And its taste also vulgarized and its spirit 
degenerates. 
Now, I conclude the content of reclusion as this: reclusion is a living style of 
contenting with fame and profits, satisfying of poor, alienate of earthliness of easing 
one’s own mind which chose and resist by those most talent and learning scholars 
base on their own subjective and objective situation. 
Bao Pu Zi Wai Pian analysed the personal values of reclusion from several  
aspects like keeping nature and individual life, establishing moral and holding 
ambition, hiding Abilities until the chances come, but not from not necessary to worry 
about lacking officials; respecting hermits can convince people; hermits can write 
books, promote education, cultivate righteousness and discuss politics; reclusion don’t 
depress people, and it can purify social conducts. In my opinion, with the help of 
these analyses, Ge Hong not only set up the positive values of reclusion, but also 
found a new Value system and life-style for intellectuals of Weijin period to realize 
their personalities and find a place for body and mind. 
Ge Hong raised his thoughts about reclusion with the purpose of making 
intellectuals and potentates know how to treat reclusion. He thought, before a 
intellectual decided to be whether an official or a hermit, one shoud be aware of his 
character and interest so that he can do what he love to, and he also need to think 















act at appropriate time, have deep insight of fortune and misfortune, be content with 
life and realize the fate. He also proposed that potentates should respect hermits, 
recommend and use them. In addition, he provided many specific methods to achieve 
that. 
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京第二外国语学院学报》，1997 年第 4 期），提到《外篇》讲述隐逸的社会价值，
斥责姜尚诛杀隐士，呼吁珍贤贵隐。 
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